
HAWK APS SPRAY
TDS (Technical Data Sheet) 

Product and company identification:
   
Product Code - H00220 & H00230
Trade Name - HAWK APS SPRAY
Manufacturer/Supplier - Hawk Lubricants SA (Pty) Ltd
   
Address: P. O. Box 755, Cramerview, 2060
   
T: +27 11 462 1730
F: +27 11 462 1693

Description:

HAWK APS Spray has been conveniently package in two sizes the small handy 150ml (H00230) and the 
industry standard 300ml (H00220). HAWK APS Spray is a powerful multi purpose lubricant loaded with far 
less solvents then most all purpose sprays you'll find  HAWK APS Spray lasts much longer and works far 
better. HAWK APS Spray protects against corrosion, frees and penetrates into rusted nuts and bolts, 
lubricates and displaces moisture. HAWK APS Spray can also be used to remove tar, oil, adhesives and 
grime from most surfaces.

Performance Properties:

• Stops squeaks.
• Frees rusted nuts and bolts.
• Drives out moisture.
• Cleans, lubricates and protects.
• Provides an anti corrosive film.

Directions for use:

Always shake the aerosol well before use. Ensure adequate ventilation before use. HAWK APS Spray comes 
standard with the spray straw attached to the actuator to ensure you always spray accurately. Spray HAWK 
APS Spray directly onto the surface on the object you wish to; lubricate, protect, displace water or clean.
 
Technical Properties:
   
Physical State  - Liquid.
Colour  - Pale Amber. 
Odour  - Characteristic.
Boiling Range/Point (°C)  - 195.
Flash Point (PMCC) (°C)  - 70.
Explosion limits (%)  - 0.9 -to 8.0 (Based on major component).
Solubility in Water (kg/m3)  - Insoluble
Vapour pressure (kPa)  - <1
Density (kg/litre)  - 0.767
Auto-flammability (deg C)  - > 200.
Viscosity (cSt)  - Mobile liquid at ambient temperatures.
Vapour Density (Air = 1)   - Heavier than air
Evaporation Rate  - >0.1 (referenced as n-butyl acetate = 1)

Disclaimer:

The above information is believed to be correct but does not purport to be all inclusive and shall be used only 
as a guide. This company shall not be held liable for any damage resulting from handling or from contact with 
the above product.  HAWK Automotive products is a division of ROCOL SA (PTY) LTD.


